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**Work item code:**

**Category:** *D (Editorial modification) |
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**Reason for change:**

*Correction of assorted typos in the specification text, examples, and XML schema annotations.

**Summary of change:**

* Specification:

9.12.3.2.6 processing
Replace: "such as a for a forecast time series."
By: "such as for a forecast time series."

9.15.2.1 Anchor point
Replace: "should be considered to hold."
By: "should be considered to hold."

9.23.1 profile
Replace by: 9.23.11 profile

10.12
Replace "Thickness.owl" by "Thickness.owl"

Annex B.1
Replace "/processType/" by "/processType/"

404s for klisters.de and sweet.jpl.nasa.gov links.

Schema Annotations:
collection.xsd:
Replace: "a generic collection feature type,
WaterCollection, By: a generic collection feature type

timeseries.xsd:
Replace: through an identification reference. By: through an identification reference.

observationProcess.xsd:
Replace: process-specific as opposed to the By: process-specific as opposed to the

Replace: or an input array By: or an input array

For element processType:
Replace: definition of the type of process By: definition of the type of process

For element parameter:
Replace current annotation (a repeat of processType) by something like:
"A soft-typed parameter to allow arbitrary properties to be added to the description. This property uses the name-value type from ISO19156." (Copied from 9.22.5 parameter)

Consequences if not approved:
Negatively impacts the reader’s impression of the quality of the work.

Clauses affected:
- 9.12.3.2.6
- 9.15.2.1
- 9.23.1
- 10.12
- Annex B.1
- collection.xsd
- timeseries.xsd
- observationProcess.xsd

Additional Documents affected:

Supporting Documentation:
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